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Assrnacr

The Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6 deposits in Burkina Faso consist of Birimian gold-bearing qrarrz and tourmaline veins in meta-
morphosed volcano-sedimentary formations of an Early Proterozoic greenstone belt. Tourmaline compositions for the two pros-
pects vary according to occurrence: dravite in the Guibar6 deposit, hosted by metabasic to meta-ultrabasic rocks, in contrast to
schorl in the F6t6 Ko16 deposit, hosted by metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. The major control on tourmaline composi-
tion thus seems to be the Mg/(Mg + Fe) value of the host rock rather than the composition of the hydrothermal fluid. In both
deposits, the gold is not associated with sulfides, but rather is concentrated within tourmaline layers, typically at the tips of the
tourmaline crystals and as small grains frlling fractures in tourmaline. Mdssbauer and infrared spectroscopic data show the
presence offerric iron coupled with evidence of deprotonation in these tourmalines, indicating a relatively oxidizing environment
for the Au deposits. A drop of fluid pressure and deprotonation could have induced physicochemical changes thai caused depo-
sition of the gold

Keywords: tourmaline, gold, electron-microprobe data, Mrissbauer data, infrared data, Birimian, Burkina Faso.

Souvernp

Les filons de qtartz aurifdres h tourmaline des gites de Guibar6 et F6t6 Kol6 apparaissent au sein des formations
m6tavolcanos6dimentaires des ceintures de roches vertes du Burkina Faso. La composition chimique des tourmalines varie avec
la nature des roches encaissantes: dravite au sein des roches basiques i ultrabasiques de Guibar6, schorl dans les niveaux
m6tavolcaniques de Fdt6 Kol6, ce qui est conforme h une hypothdse d'un faible rapport eau/roche dans le systdme hydrothermal.
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Dans ces deux gites, l'or n'est pas associ6 aux sulfures mais directement d la tourmaline, soit a la surface des cristaux, soit en

remplissage deJmicrofissures. Les donn6es infrarouge et Mdssbauer mettent en 6vidence une d6shydroxylation et la p€sence de

fer trivalent dans ces tourmalines, indiquant des conditions relativement oxydantes au moment du d6p6t de I'or. La diminution de

la pression dans la phase fluide et la d6protonation de la tourmaline seraient les facteurs responsables de la pr6cipitation de 1'or

dans ces gisements.

Mots-cl6s: tourmaline, or, donn6es de microsonde 6lectronique, donn6es en spectroscopie infrarouge, donn6es en spectroscople

de Mdssbauer. birimien, Burkina Faso

INrnooucrroN

Gold deposits in which the gold is paragenetically
closely related to tourmaline are somewhat rure (e.9.,
Slack 1996); among the few well-documented examples
are the gold deposits of the Sigma mine, in the Abitibi
greenstone belt ofQuebec (Robeft & Brown 1986, Rob-
ert & Kelly 1987), and of the Hemlo area of Ontario
(Gustafson 1995). In the Early Proterozoic Birimian (-2
Ga) greenstone belts of West Africa, two types of tour-
maline-bearing gold deposits have been described
(Mi16si et al. 1989,1992): i) those hosted by turbidites

(sandstone and rare conglomerate), which were affected
by the two main Eburnean tectonometamorphic phases
(Loulo district, western Mali), and ii) rnesothermal Au
and tourmaline-quartz veins with rare polymetallic sul-
fides that correspond to gold-bearing shear zones' How-
ever, in both types ofdeposit, gold formed in association
with the sulfide mineralization but not the tourmaline
(H'tot et al. 1987, Mil6si e/ al. 1992).In this paper, we
describe two new occurrences of tourmaline and gold

deposits from the Birimian greenstone belts of Burkina
Faso: Guibar6, 75 krn north of Ouagadougou, and F6t6
Kol6, near the Mali trorder (Fig. l)- Features of these
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Frc. 1. Geological sketch-map of Burkina Faso showing the location of the occurrences studied.
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occuffences are used to consider processes responsible
for the gold mineralization.

GBor-ocv

Gold-bearing tourmaline-quartz veins at Guibar6
and F6t6 Kol6 are found within a large high-strain zone
(regional shear-zone, 150 to 300 m wide and 2 to 5 km
long) characterized by the development of a pervasive
vertical foliation and intense hydrothermal alteration
(Figs. 24, B). The gold mineralization is found in
quartz-tourmaline veins of various width (1 cm to 2 m)
and length (some dm to 50 m, Fig. 3); these veins are
generally shallowly dipping and strongly folded, with
common development of ptygmatic structures. Within
the veins, clusters of small tourmaline crystals are
folded, whereas recrystallized microsaccharoidal quartz
grains are elongate parallel to the foliation (and the axial
plane, Fig. 4A). In both deposits, crystallization of the
tourmaline predates the folding and foliation.

In the Guibar6 prospect, the host rocks are ultraba-
sic to basic. These rocks contain chlorite, ferroan dolo-
mite, quartz, and relict chromite, and have high contents
of Mg (12 wt Vo MgO), Cr (1700 ppm), and Ni (330
ppm) and a high Mg# tMgi(Mg + Fe2+) = 0.751. In the
F6t6 Ko16 prospect, the host rocks are: i) metasedim-
entary rocks (metapelites), essentially containing white
mica (phengite) with minor amounts of quartz, and ii)
metavolcanic rocks, with chlorite, ilmenite, qvartz,
clinozoisite and calcite, with a lower Mg# (0.35), MgO
(3 wt Vo), Cr (80 ppm), and Ni (70 ppm) relative to
Guibar6.

Pernocnapnv

Within quartz veins of the Guibar6 prospect, tour-
maline forms isolated crystals (400 pm), clusters or thin
layers of small crystals (100 U,m), or aggregates of very
fine-grained crystals (<15 pm), grading to coarser grains
in the border zones (Fig. 4B). In many cases, the crys-
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Frc. 28. Geological map of the F6t6 Kold prospect.

tals are optically zoned parallel to the c axis, with a light
brown core and dark brown rim, some showing oscilla-
tory zonation (Fig. aC). These crystals have a distinc-
tive brown pleochroism.

Tourmaline is locally abundant in the quartz veins
of the F6t6 Kol6 prospect, defining layers of tourmalinite
of variable thickness (1 mm to 3 cm, Fig. 4D). These
layers are cut by veinlets containing larger crystals of
q$artz (2 mm) and needles of tourmaline developed
petpendicular to the border (Fig. aE). Blue-green tour-
maline also occurs in the sedimentary footwall, as large
isolated prismatic crystals 3 mm in length. In both de-
posits, the dominant minerals are quartz and tourmaline,
with the latter >5 to ll%a by volume. Accessory sul-
fides (<0.1 vol.7o) include pyrite, and more rarely, chal-
copyrite and sphalerite. The gold is not associated with
the rare sulfides, but rather is concentrated within
layers oftourmaline as globular or <en plaquette> grains
(< 2 mm), typically at the tips of the tourmaline crystals
(Fig. 4F), and as small grains (< 100 pm) filling frac-
tures in tourmaline. More rarely, gold occurs between

grains of quartz, close to the tourmaline. In aggregates
of tourmaline, no evidence of sulfides is visible, even at
500X magnification with the scanning electron micro-
probe (Fig. 5), indicating that small grains of gold (<10
pm) are directly attached to fine-grained tourmaline,
along fractures and grain boundaries.

TouruaarNe

Chemical compositions

More than sixty electron-microprobe analyses of
tourmaline were done using a CAMEBAX SX-50 in-
strument at the Laboratoire de Min6ralogie, Toulouse
(beam current of 10 nA, 15 kV, with counting times of
10 s at peak positions and 5 s for backgrounds). The
following standards were used: wollastonite for Si and
Ca, corundum for Al, MnTiO3 for Mn and Ti, MgO for
Mg, Fe2O3 for Fe, Cr2O3 for Cr, albite for Na, sanidine
for K, and topz fot F. The data were corrected using
PAP (SX-50) procedures. Tourmaline formulae were

SU
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Ftc 3. Simplified geological section showing the geomeEy of tourmaline-quartz veins at
Guibard.

TABLE 1 REPRESENTATTVE COMPOSITIONS* OF TOIJRMALINE
FRoM GIJBARE AND rert rot.E
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normalized to 31 (O, OH, F) atoms; representative com-
positions are given in Table l Atomic proportions in
the structural formula vary within the following ranges:
x(no rz-o +oNao 5s-o TeKo-{ s2Cao-s 1s) Y(Mgg 80-1 8lFe0 62-
1 6eA16 17-e 62Tie-6 1aCr6-a 63) zAk (BO3)3Si5 85 6 10018
(OH, F)1(OH)3. The fairly linear correlations shown in
Figures 6A. and B indicate that the dominant substitu-
tions involved are the exchange vectors FeMg_1 and
NaMgn-rALr (Henry & Dutrow 1990, London & Man-
ning 1995); this latter vector involves Mg*, Al* and
Na*, which represent in essence the sum of the diva-
lent, trivalent and monovalent cations (Mg* = Mg + Fe
+ Mn - Ti, A1+ = Al + 2Ti, and Na* = Na + K). Tour-
maline compositions for the two prospects show a lim-
ited uvite component, with Ca less than 0.2 atoms per
formula unit. The incorporation of Ca appears to be
controlled by variable substitutions such as trAlNa,
Mg-q, Cas 5ns 5Na-1, and CaMgOI-1Al-r(OH)-r
(Fig.6C).

At Guibar6, the tourmaline corresponds composi-
tionally to Mg-rich dravite, with Cal(Ca + Na) < 0.06
and Fe/(Fe + Mg) values of 0.25 to 0.60 (Fig. 7). The
dominant pattern of zoning reflects an increase in Fe/
(Fe + Mg) from core to tip of the prisms. More rarely,
tourmaline exhibits oscillatory zonation (Figs. 4C, 7)
parallel to the c axis.
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At F6t6 Ko16, the compositions tend toward schorl,
with Cal(Ca + Na) values in the range 0.03 to 0.18 and
Fe/(Fe + Mg) values in the range 0.40 ro 0.70 (Fig. 7).
These tourmaline grains exhibit a chemical zonation
similar to those at Guibar6, except for the blue-green
tourmaline hosted by the metasedimentary footwall,
which displays an increase in Cal(Ca + Na) from the
core (0.05) to the rim (0.18).

Mrissbauer and infrared data

A sTFe Mrissbauer absorption spectrum over the
range -r4 mm./s in 512 channels was recorded in the

Frc. 4A-E Field photographs and photomicrographs. A.
Small fold in cluster of tourmaline crystals from Guibar6.
B Fine-grained tourmaline grading to coarser crystals 1n
the border zone (Guibar6). C. Optically zoned tourmaline
crystals at Guibar6; numbers correspond to analyzed points
shown in Figure 7. D. Tourmaline-rich zone in a vein from
F6t6 Kol6. E. Veinlets cross-cutting tourmaline-quartz vem
(F6r6 Ko16)

Laboratoire de Chimie de Coordination, Toulouse. The
Mtjssbauer spectrometer is composed of a compact "y-
ray detector system for high count-rates and a conven-
tional constant-acceleration Mtjssbauer device (Wisel7.
A 57Co 1in Rh) source with nominal activity of 50 mCi
was used. Spectra were obtained at room temperature
and recorded on a Canberra multichannel analyzer. The
isomer shift was recorded with respect to ct-Fe metal.
The sample thickness ofthe absorber was calculated for
tourmaline samples according to the method of Rancourt
et al. (1993); the value is approximately 100 mg of min-
eral per cm2. Powders were finely ground under acetone
(to minimize possible oxidation of iron) and placed in
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FIG 4F. Gold at the tips of tourmaline crystals, Guibard prospect.

Frc 5 Sil{o and AuKct X-ray maps of small grains of gold filling fractures in tourmaline (Guibar6).
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the plexiglass sample holder. Lorentzian line shapes
were assumed for deconvolutions, based on least-
squares fitting procedures. The 12 and misfit values were
used to measure the goodness of the computer fit.

Room-temperature Miissbauer spectra of the tourma-
line samples (Figs. 8, 9) from Guibar6 and F6t6 Ko16
consist of three doublets (Table 2) with parameters char-
acteristic of Fe3* in the Y(9b) site, and Fe2+ in both f
and Z(l8c) sites (Fuchs et al. 1995,1998, Fig. 10). The
attribution of the Fe2+ doublet having a quadrupole split-
ting around 1.60 mm/s is classically attributed to Fe2*
in the octahedrally coordinated Z site (Hermon et al.
1973, Gorelikhova et a|.1978, Kovorushkinet al. 19'79,
Saegusa et al.1979, Fuchs e/ al.1995). Recently, the

l l l l r r
I

o oE

Na* * Mg*

Hc 6. A. Plot of Fetoa versus Mg. B Plot of Na* + Mg*
versus Z + A1*. C. Plotof Caversus Na, where Na* = Na
+ K, Mgx = Mg + Febd + Mn - Ti, and A1x = A1 + 2Ti (in
atoms per formula unit). Legend : F6t6 Kol6 : core ( O ) and
rim (l) of tourmaline crystals; tourmaline from quartz-
rich veins ( O ); core (tr), interior (tr) and rim (I) of tour-
maline from sedimentary footwall. Guibar6 : core (O), in-
terior (lD) and rim (O) of tourmaline crystals; micrograins
(o).

possibility of the presence of Fe2* at the Z site was re-
jected by Pieczka (199'l), in light of significant varia-
tions in the crystal field. However, this octahedrally
coordinated Z site, with an extemal location with respect
to octahedra sharing a cornmon edge, has dimensions
smaller than the other octahedrally coordinated site,
Y(9b). Logically, during establishment of the tourma-
line structural formula, those f sites contain cations with
smaller ionic radii, such as Al and Fe3+ (Donnay &
Buerger 1950, Buerger et al.1962, Donnay & Barton
1972). However, structure refinements of tounnaline by
Gorskaya et al. (1982), supplemented recently by
Hawthorne et al. (1993) on dravite (with low Fe con-
tent), showed that Mg could occupy the Z site.In addi-
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Frc.7. Plotoftourmalinecompositions. Numbers correspondto analyzedpoints across a
color-zoned cross-section of a tourmaline orism. shown in Fiqure 4C. Svmbols as in
Fieure 6
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tion, a tourmaline with approximately 6 atoms per for-
mula unit (apfu) Al (6.05) was studied by Mrissbauer
spectroscopy (Hermon et al. 1973) and structurally by
X-ray diffraction (Fortier & Donnay 1975). The com-
bined results clearly indicate the presence of Fe2+ at the
Z site. Results of Hawthome et al. (1993) and Fortier &
Donnay (1975) show clearly that rhe Z site also can ac-

TABLE 2 MOSSBATIER PARAMBTERS FoR ToURMALINE
FRoM GUBARE AND FETE KoLf.

Smples Goodness
offit (,(')

commodate, in addition to Al and Fe3*, Mg and Fe2*.
These results are in agreement with crystallographic
data: Me in coordination number 6 has an ionic radius
estimate? atO.72 A versus 0.55 A for Fe3* and 0.61 A
for Fe2+, whereas Al, the principal occupant of this site,
has, under these conditions, an ionic radius of0.535 A.
Site Z may accept cations having an ionic radius close
to that of Fe2+, insofar as the findings of Gorskaya et al.
(1982) and Hawthome et al. (1993) indicate clearly that
Mg is present at rhe Z site. Consequently, Mg can be
present at site Z, which does not exclude the presence
. '  . -  ) rtnere or I.e-'.

The major difference in the tourmaline between
Guibar6 and F6t6 Ko16 lies in the Fe3+ content, 57a and
22qo, rcspecively. Based on the Mtissbauer results, mean
structural formulae can be established in both deposits:

Guibar6: x(no zssNao oeeKo oozCao ozo)
v(Mg1 assFe2*6 796416 656Tis s56Fe3+6 656Crs 665)
z(A15.1 5sFe2* s.2so) (BO:)gSio,o:+Ora(OH, F)l(OH)3

F6t6 Ko16: '(no ::rNao ss+Ko oo+Cao o:s)
v(Mg1 1aaFe2*6 790Als 72aFe3*s 2eeTi6 6a2Cr6 66a)
z (Al5 72sF e2* s 2zz) (B O:): Sis qq+O r e(OH, F) 1 (OH)3

A Oxidstion Site
stffe

Rstio
(%)

Guibtrd I 061(3) 2180Q)
1 063(3) 1734(4)
0s2(4) 0735(4)

Fd'tdKold I 050(3) 2332(E)
l 00?(6) 1692(6)
0 540(3) 0 673(4)

OJ

J

22
22

2+ y(eb)

2+ (r8r)
3+ y(gb)

2+ t(eb)
2+ Z(l8c)
3+ Y(gb)

0 739

0 901

0: ircmq shift relative to Femetal" qpressed in mrr/s; A: qudrupole splitting
expressed in mm/s

c
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Fe?* z1t8c1
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Ftc. 8. M6ssbauer spectra of F6t6 Kol6 tourmaline at room temDerature

We performed FTIR (Fourier transform infrared)
spectroscopy on powdered samples of tourmaline from
Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6 in order to verify the Mossbauer
data and the possible structural or charge-balance-in-
duced changes. The powder was included in KBr, and
the mixture pressed as disks. The spectra were obtained
with a Nicolet 560 spectrometer at scan 500 and resolu-
tion of 2 cm l.

Both spectra (Fig. 11) are roughly parallel in the
3800-3600 cm ' domain. In FTIR spectra of touma-
Iine, absorption bands in the 3800-3600 cm-r range are
related to the inner hydroxyl group, whereas the 3600-
3550 cm I band is normally assigned to the outer OH
groups (Table 3). For tourmaline from Guibarl andF6t6,
Ko16, the domain of the outer OH group is very differ-
ent. In this domain, the outer OH groups are linked to
one cation in the l site and two cations in the Z site. The
multiplicity of different occupancies of the Y and Z sites
by Mg, Fe2*, Fe3*, and Al induces a broadening of the
absorption bands. In the Guibar6 sample, the 3486 cm-]
band is well marked and represents an OH group sur-
rounded by 3 A1: 2Al in Z * OH * 1Al in Y. The
3'732 cm-t band is assigned to the 3 Mg2*-OH stretch-
ing vibration; it corresponds to the 3738 cm-r band ob-
served in draviteby Gonzalez-Carreno et al. (1988).The

3724 cm-r absorption band is assigned to a2Mg2+Fe2+-
OH association, and the importance of both 3696 cm-l
(Mg2+2 Fe2*-oH) and 3681 cm-1 13Fe2*-oH) bands are
in good agreement with the results of the electron-
microprobe analyses and the Mcissbauer data. The3632
and 3622 cm-1 absorption bands can be considered a

TABLE 3 ATTRIBUTION OF FTIRABSOR}TIONBANDS,
ToURMALTNE FRoM rErE xol6 ern ctmlxe

F€te Koli Guibai Attributim

3446
3551 3547
3566 3566

3529 3629
3649 3647
3670 3670
3689 3688

370r
3711 3712
3725 3726
3731 3732

3744

3 0 H
"qtemal" goup
lirked to 1 f(9r)
ed2 418c) sites

1 0 H
"inteEsl" gl@p

lbked to
3 I(9r) sites
md pointing

toward (>>>)
1 X(3a) sne

3Al

2A1 tRl

2F€"ilfg-oE >>> tr
3F9?-OH >>> tr
3FqOH >>> Na
3FqOH >>> Ca

2MglFeOH >>> Na
2MglFeOH >>> Cs

3Mg-OH >>> Ns
3Mg-OH >>> Ca

re3n v19b;

Abrcrption bmds in wavmmbus (m r)
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FIc. 9. Mdssbauer spectra of Guibar6 tourmaline at room temperature

replica of the previous doublets, and are assigned to in-
ner hydroxyl groups bonded to (or adjacent to) three
divalent cations in the f (9b) site, pointing toward a
vacant (E) X (3a) slte. The relative intensity of this
band, compared to that of the 3622 - 3632 cm-l dou-
blet, may be related to the increase of the molar
absorbtivity of the OH group pointing toward a vacant
site instead of an occupied one. This difference was
emphasized for other minerals by Skogby & Rossman
(1989); it is due not only to the additivity of the 3Mz+-
OH - (tr) and (2ltP+,lLtt3')4H - Na absorption
bands, but also to the change in ratio between inner and
outer OH groups. The bands observed near 3560-
3550 cm-' are assigned to the outer OH groups, which
are bonded to one cation in the I site and two cations in
the Z site. The high number of combinations explains
the width of the absorption band. In tourmaline having
an important contribution of Al in the I site, a band is
normally present at 3485 cm-l and is assigned to an
Y(Al3*)z(2A13*) - oH association. This band is weak at
Guibar6 and totally absent at F6t6 Kol6, in agreement
with the electron-microprobe data. The 3533 cm 1 band
can obviously be assigned to v(Fe3+) z12Al3*;-OH or
r1ps3+;2141:+ + Fe2*)-oH, and the 3560 cm-l band, to
a normal R2+(Fez+ or Mg2*;-oH-2A13+ association,

ne2* Y19b;

Fe2* z1llc1

whereas the band at3544 cm-l possibly corresponds to
a R2*-oH-Fe2+Al3* linkage.

Calculation of charge balance in tourmaline from
both Guibare and F6t6 Ko16 shows a charge excess that
can be compensated by the dehydroxylation of one OH.
The difference between the two samples of tourmaline
is not significant regarding the relative errors in elec-
tron-microprobe and Mtissbauer data, but the difference
in their absorbance, attributed to the outer and inner OH
groups in Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6, can be attributed to a
stronger dehydroxylation of the outer groups at FeG,
Ko16. Experimental work on natural and synthetic tour-
malines has shown that experimental oxidation of Fe2*
to Fe3* is charge-compensated by dehydroxylation of
the outer OH group (Fuchs & Lagache 1994). At
Guibar6, the tourmaline shows a sffonger absorption in
this domain than in the 3800-3600 cm I one, in full
agreement with the attribution to the three outer OH
groups that bond one cation in I with two catiorrs in Z,
whereas the 3800-3600 cm-r area is related only to the
inner OH group. In the F6t6 Kol6 sample, the difference
in absorbance is weak and can be attributed to an exten-
sive deprotonation of the external OH groups. Such
deprotonation seems to be related to oxidation of Fe2*
to Fe3*, according to the exchange vector Fe'*O
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(Fez+OH)-1. This can be clearly observed on a plot of
(R+ + R2+) in X and Y sites versus R3* in y and 2 sites,
the compositions of tourmaline plotting along and be-
tween the dehydroxylation and alkali-deficiency lines
from a schorl or dravite component (Fig. 12).

Covposnrows oF GoLD

The gold contains between l0 and2S%o Ag, which is
the same fineness as the gold associated with sulfides in
other deposits of the Birimian greenstone belts of
Burkina Faso, for example in mesothermal Au-quartz
veins without tourmaline, e.g., Taparko and Gangaol
(Bourges et al. 1994) and Poura (Sanogo & Prost 1993),
and in a disseminated Au deposit hosted by albitite, at
Larafella (Bamba et al. 1997) and by albitite and
listvenite, at Lorabou6 (Bdziat et al. 1998). These com-
positions differ from that in the Loulo deposit, where
very pure gold (lVo Ag only) is developed in fissures
and at the surface of pyrite grains (Mil6si et al. 1992).

DrscussroN

In comparison with available compositions of tour-
maline associated with Au deposits taken from the lit-
erabtre (e.g., Slack 1996), our tourmaline data clearly
differ from those for tourmaline in Bulagidun, Sulawesi
(Lubis et al. 1994), Bin Yauri area, Nigeria (Garba
1996), Passagem de Mariana, Brasit, and Ming, Canada
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FIG. 10. Values of isomer shift (6) and quadrupole splitting (A) for tourmaline from
Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6. Values from other samples of natural tourmaline [I : Fuchs et
al. (1998), and references thereinl.
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(quoted in Slack 1996) by its higher Al contents, and
from that in Buffalo-Ankerite, Canada (King & Kerrich
1989), and Golden Dyke dome, Australia (Plimer 1986)
by its higher Fe contents (Fig. 13). On the other hand,
the tourmaline data from Guibar6 andF€tl Ko16 mostly
overlap those from the Timmins-Porcupine district of
Ontario (King & Kerrich 1989), the inner alteration zone
of the Jack Creek deposit, Montana, and the outer zone
of the Lincoln Hill deposit, Nevada (Fuchs & Maury
1995). In comparison with the well-known Loulo Au
deposit in Mali, our data differ slightly from those for
tourmaline filling veins in stockworks, and markedly
from those for tourmaline replacing a sandstone matrix
(Dommanget et al. 1985, Mil6si er al. 1992).

In the Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6 deposits, the tourma-
line-quartz veins are strongly folded in regional shear-
zones. Compositions of tourmaline differ at the two
prospects: at Guibar6, the tourmaline is dravite, and the
host rocks are ultrabasic to basic, with a high Mg/(Mg +
Fe) value (0.75), whereas at F6t6 Ko16, the tourmaline
is schorl, and the host rocks are metasedimentary and
metavolcanic, with a low Mg/(Mg + Fe) value (0.35).
This difference in tourmaline composition can be related
to the compositional difference of their respective host-
rocks rather than the chemistry of the hydrothermal
fluid, suggesting low water:rock conditions of the hy-
drothermal system (Slack 1996, Jiang et al. 1998).
Occurrence of the discontinuous and oscillatory com-
positional zonations suggest complex chemical varia-
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Frc. 11. FTIR spectra of tourmaline in the 4000-3000 cm-r domain.
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Ftc. 13. Compositional fields of tourmaline. ---: Timmins-Porcgpine Au deposits, On-
tario (King & Kerrich 1989), _: Golden Dyke dome Au deposit, Australia (Plimer
1986;, x** Buffalo-Ankerite Au deposit, Ontario (King & Kerrich 1989), OOO:
Passagem de Mariana Au deposit, Brasil (in Slack 1996), tOO: Bin Yauri Au deposit,
Nigeria (Garba 1996), OOO: Bulagidun Cu-Au deposit, Sulawesi (Llbis et aI. 1994),
AAA: Ming Cu-Au deposit, Ontario (in Slack 1996). Tie-lines: central (c) and outer (o)
zones ofhydrothermal fields from Lincoln Hill (LH) Ag-Au deposit, Nevada, and Jack
Creek (JC) Ag-Au deposit, Montana (mean values; Fuchs & Maury 1995). Loulo Au
deposit, Mali: tourmaline replacing the sandstone matrix (*) or filling veins (*, un-
published data from A. Dommanget). Symbols for Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6 as in Figure 6.

tions of fluids during crystal growth, in particular in Fe/
(Fe+Mg) value. Like the feruvite from the Sullivan Pb-
Zn-Ag deposit (Jiang et al. 1996), enrichment of Ca m
the blue-green r ims of the tourmaline from the
metasedimentary host-rock at F6t6 Ko16 could result
from the local breakdown of Ca-rich minerals. There-
fore, as in most tourmalines from quartz veins associ-
ated with polymetallic sulfides (Slack et al. 1993, Slack
1996), we consider the primary growth of tourmaline to
record the presence of a B-rich fluid that was chemi-
cally buffered by the host rocks.

The most common type of gold occurrence is in
quartzJode deposits, in which native gold is either at-
tached to sulfides (particularly pyrite and arsenopyrite)
or localized in the quartz gangue next to sulfides. In the
same way, in gold deposits hosted by tourmalinized
rocks (e.9., Loulo, Golden Dyke dome, Timmins-Por-
cupine district), gold is associated with the sulfide min-
eralization. A major exception, however, occurs at the

Sigma mine, Abitibi, Quebec (Robert & Brown 1986,
Robert & Kelly 1987), in which most grains are attached
to tourmaline along fractures and grains boundaries. Re-
cently, in a morphological study of ore at the Sigma
mine, Michel & Giuliani (1996) reported that the par-
ticles of gold have shapes typical of tourmaline casts.

At Guibar6 and F6t6 Ko16, the economic and visible
gold is essentially and closely linked to the formation
of tourmaline, reflecting two main stages of mineral
deposition, related to early growth and later deforma-
tion: a vein-filling event, with deposition ofquartz and
tourmaline in extensional veins, and a post-filling event,
with deposition of gold grains at the tips of crystals and
in fractures in tourmaline.

Mcissbauer and infrared spectroscopic data indicate
the presence of ferric iron in the tourmaline, a feature
correlated with a deprotonation reaction. The crystallo-
chemical distribution of iron (Fe2+ inthe Z site and Fe2*
and Fe3+ in the f site) can only be explained by the im-
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tial formation of tourmaline in a reducing environment,
and subsequent overprinting by more oxidizing fluids
(Maury & Fuchs 1991), the I site being the only one
sensitive to late oxidation (Fuchs er al.1995.). Such Fe3+-
rich tourmaline has been interpreted to indicate rela-
tively oxidizing environments for mineralization in a
variety of types of deposit (London & Manning 1995,
Slack 1996, Lynch & Ortega 1997). This hypothesis rs
corroborated by the rarity-of sulfides in the two pros-
pects. The difference in Fer+ contents of the tourmaline
from Guibar6 and F6t6 Kol6 could be related to the na-
ture of the tourmaline itself (dravite in Guibar6, schorl
in F6t6 Ko16), the oxidizing nature of the fluid, the loca-
tion in the hydrothermal system (central or distal part),
the extent of tectonic deformation, and possibly other
factors.

To assess the causes of gold deposition, we require
information about the composition of the hydrothermal
fluid and the mode of transport of the gold. It is known
that the solubility of Au in hydrothermal fluids may be
controlled by thiosulfate complexing as Au(HS)z-. The
destabilization of such complexes and deposition of gold
can be achieved by an increase or decrease in pH of the
fluid (Fyfe & Kerrich 1984, Seward 1989) or by a sud-
den drop in fluid pressure (Boullier & Robert 1992).
Both conditions are met at the Guibar6 and Fdt6 Kol6
deposits. The habit of gold grains indicates that deposr-
tion of the gold occurred as fluid entered in cavities and
fractures in the tourmaline. Moreover, the deprotonation
accompanying oxidation of the tourmaline could induce
the chemical changes that caused gold deposition, ac-
cording to the reaction proposed by several authors (e.g.,
Huston et al. 1992):4 Au(HS) z + 2H2Q + 4 H* = 4 Au
+ 8 H2Slrqy + 02. Gold reduction on earlier-formed tour-
maline has previously been documented at the Sigma
mine; Michel & Giuliani (1996) proposed that tourma-
line, like sulfide minerals, may allow the reduction of
gold on their surfaces because of the differences in nor-
mal oxidation potentials between Fe2*/Fe3* and Au0/Au*.

Throughout the Birimian greenstone belts of Burkina
Faso, discordant mesothermal mineralization (aurifer-
ous arsenopyrite + sulfides and Au-bearing quartz veins)
has generally been considered as representing the eco-
nomically most important type of deposit (Huot et al.
1987, Mil6si et al. 1989,1992, Sanogo & Prost 1993,
Bourges et al. 1994). However, recent studies (Bamba
et al. 199'7, Blziat et al. 1998) have identified a new
type of deposit, consisting of disseminated gold associ-
ated with albitite and listvenite. Thus, the Au-bearing
tourmaline-quartz veins that we document here could
represent another attractive target for Au prospection in
Burkina Faso.
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